Waiver
Äsmo produces Powsurfers, which are handmade pieces of riding art intended for riders of a high skill level only. For your own
personal safety, please take the utmost care in your usage and be aware that as much fun as the Äsmo may provide, it involves
the inherent risk of serious material damage, personal injury and death. Always wear a Helmet and Protection Gear when riding
an Äsmo Board.Using the Äsmo in any way is done so on the own, personal and sole risk of the rider and Äsmo GmbH may not
be held responsible in any way for the consequences of this action!
Äsmo Pow Surfers are not designed for use with any sort of bindings to connect the rider and the board, this therefore,
creates not only new riding challenges but crashes and accidents may occur that are not common with snowboarding etc.
The Äsmo Powsurfer is designed to be used like a Surfboard in snow and can easily break just like a Surfboard or even a
Skateboard i.e when landing in the flat. The Äsmo Powsurfer needs to be attached to the rider with a leash. This leash will
not fix the rider to the board, but prevents loss of control of the Äsmo Powsurfer or allowing it from escaping and creating
an endless range of possible destruction only. Also be aware, the leash itself has potential dangers to health and life (e.g.
strangulation). It can break, with hazardous consequences and serious danger to life, personal or third party injury,
material damage and all other unforeseen consequences. In the case of a crash, the Powsurfer still has a wide range
(depending on the length of the leash plus the length of the board and riders body) to hit things, third parties and also the
rider himself. Serious injuries up to death may result with using the Äsmo Pow Surfer. Therefore, always be very, very
cautious when using the Äsmo Pow Surfer to ensure that anybody and anything can be damaged or injured.
Always respect and ride within your skill level, environmental circumstances and the potential dangers of the Äsmo Pow Surfer.
The Äsmo Pow Surfer is intended for riding in backcountry and may not be used within ski-areas or on slopes of any type. Be
aware that back-country-riding, as such, is a very dangerous activity and you might lose your life or suffer serious injury, even
when implementing all possible security measures and all possible security equipment such as Avanlanche Receiver, Probe,
Shovel etc.
Always be aware of the general alpine risks, that need to be added to the dangers and risk to the use of a pow-surfer as such.
Use the Äsmo pow surfer in a safe environment only, depending on your skills and the given conditions. New safety techniques
unique to the Äsmo Pow Surfer need to be acquired to have the skills to ride an Äsmo pow-surfer in open terrain safely. Always
be aware that riding the Äsmo Pow Surfer is inherently dangerous and may cause serious damage to material and or injury up to
death to yourself or to others. Never ride too close to any obstacle or another person while always considering the wide range of
potential disasters and destruction the Äsmo Pow Surfer has due to not being attached to your feet with bindings (it has a range
of the including leash, board and body length to go and cause serious damage… be super-cautious!) Any impact, accident
etc. may also damage or destroy the Äsmo pow surfer as such. These are considered normal wear and tear and are not the
responsibility of Äsmo GmbH.
Not being a close-to-professional rider (as well on snowboard as on surfboard!) you shall not ride the Äsmo Pow Surfer at all – it is
just too dangerous.
Ensure that the Äsmo Pow Surfer can not be used by any unauthorized person and use it yourself only if you are totally aware of
the dangers to yourself and the belongings, health and life of other people. Pow Surfing is a very dangerous sport! Always check
the board and leash before riding as well as the terrain you want to ride – to ensure to ride a proper product far away from any
third parties so that you can not damage others and free of alpine risks like avalanches etc.
Due to several reasons it is not allowed to use (ride) the Äsmo Powsurfer product in the USA, Canada and Australia!
Sorry, the Äsmo Powsurfer is just for decorations in those countries.
Warranty
Äsmo products are made for pow-surfing, an outdoor sport involving loads of risks. One is damaging your material. Any possible
repair of material can only take place by professionals. Äsmo can not cover any damage caused by rock or other impact
damage, normal wear and tear, any mounting of bindings or ropes, misuse/abuse or anything other than defects in material or
workmanship at the time of sale for 1 year (or longer if needed to be extended by applicable law).
Please understand that an Äsmo Powsurfer is a Handmade Piece of Art wich is not build to flex (like a snowboard) and that it
does break (much like a skate or surfboard) when landing to flat for example. So if you decide to take out an Äsmo to powsurf
despite all warnings that it is only a piece of art made to hang on a wall, be aware that it is full fo risk´s.
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